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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

In recent years, integrating biological components in analytical instruments especially in biomedical research has become a prerequisite for early diagnosis of many diseases. It is well
known that the material properties (electrical and physical) of CNTs is very sensitive to be
affected by exposure to biomolecules and this led to the investigation by many researchers.
Though the CNT-based biosensors has been widely used due their better performance, it still
has many practical concerns in application. For the successful commercialization of the concept of CNT-based biosensors, many hurdles need to overcome. Modifications on CNT biosensors have experienced a dramatic change with outstanding developments. The present article
provides an overview on the recent development in CNT biosensors and comprehensive analysis was given on various ways to improve the performance of CNT with new designs. In
addition, some of the practical applications and concerns in the field are addressed. The scientific and technological challenges in the field are discussed in the conclusion.
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

1. Introduction
The first biosensor [1] was evolved about a century
ago in 1906 but the true biosensor was developed in
1956 by Clark et al., and became father of biosensors [2] subsequently 1962 he demonstrated an
amperometric enzyme electrode for glucose detection. Guilbault and Montalvo discovered potentiometric biosensor in 1969 by using glass electrodes
[3]. Interestingly, Yellow Spring Instruments (YSI)
was developed the first commercial biosensors in
1975. Figure 1 shows some events in the history of

biosensors till date and the database ‘Web of
Science’ has indexed over 4150 reports on the topic
of ‘carbon nanotubes in biosenors’ from 2007 to
2018 (till 8 May 2018) is presented in Figure 2(a).
In addition, according to the list of publications,
China occupies a prime position in developing such
biosensors based on CNTs (see Figure 2(b)).
Though the CNTs-based biosensors was invented in
early 2000s [4–8], the real-time medical equipment
is still in progressive. In general, the composition of
CNT-based biosensor includes two main parts: biological sensitive element and transducer as shown in
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Figure 1. Some events in the history of Biosensors

Figure 2. (a) Publications related to ‘carbon nanotubes in biosensors’ searched using ‘Web of Science’ this data includes regular articles, review articles, book chapters and conference proceedings and (b) Top 20 countries of research community working on CNTs-based biosensors.

Figure 3. The role of each component is stated in the
legend of Figure 3, transducer is to convert the concentration of analytes to other detectable physical signal, such as currents, absorbance, mass or acoustic
variables for testing and detecting [9]. CNT-based
biosensors were categorized into two: (chemical and
physical) based on the interactions between the analytes and the biological sensitive materials.
In description, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are
pseudo-one-dimensional allotropes of carbon, notably
recognized as a network of carbon atoms assembled
into seamless cylinders of one or more layers with
either open or closed ends [10–12]. During the past
few years, CNTs have drew attention in healthcare
system as one of the prospective contenders for medical devices owing to their several unique properties
viz. excellent mechanical strength [13], high surface
area, excellent electrical conductivity [14], electrochemically stable in aqueous and nonaqueous solutions and high thermal conductivity [15]. In short,
biosensor refers to a diagnostic device that transfigures a biological event into a measurable electrical
signal. The remarkable sensitivity of CNTs toward
their surface ensures that they serve as an ideal

material for high sensitive nanoscale biosensor devices [16–18]. But, the strong intermolecular p-p interactions, and hydrophobic nature of CNTs is a major
obstacle for developing CNTs-based biosensors. In
order to improve their solubility and stability, different functionalities of the CNTs have been improved
by functionalizing through chemical adsorption
[19–21]. Many reports have emerged over the last
decade showing that functionalized CNTs have an
ability to address several concerns related to biocompatibility and toxicology [22–24].
CNTs are often chosen as working electrodes for
sensing devices owing to their extraordinary low
detection limit [24–26]. The hollow structure of
CNTs is good for the adsorption of enzyme.
Therefore, in amperometric CNTs-based biosensors,
CNTs are always used to functionalize with enzyme
to generate the enzyme CNT electrodes or to modify
the surface of electrodes. For example, Eguılaz et al.
reported that covalently functionalized SWCNT with
polytyrosine electrode has an efficiency to generate
surface Quinone groups to facilitate the electrooxidation of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide based biosensors. The functionalization of SWCNT with
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Figure 3. A schematic representation of a biosensor, the physical or chemical reaction is transformed into chemical signals
after the target molecule was detected166. Where Analyte is a interest that needs to be detected (e.g. glucose is an ‘analyte’
in a biosensor designed to detect glucose); Bioreceptor is a that specifically recognizes the analyte (e.g. Enzymes, cells,
aptamers, DNA and antibodies); The process of signal generation (in the form of light, heat, pH, charge or mass change, etc.)
upon interaction of the bioreceptor with the analyte is termed bio-recognition; Transducer is an element that converts one
form of energy into another; Electronics is the part of a biosensor that processes the transduced signal and prepares it for display; Display: The display consists of a user interpretation system such as the liquid crystal display of a computer or a direct
printer that generates numbers or curves understandable by the user. This part often consists of a combination of hardware
and software that generates results of the biosensor in a user-friendly manner.

polytyrosine has also show to be an efficient dispersion medium for these nanostructures [27]. Burrs
et al. demonstrated electrochemical biosensors which
works with functionalized graphene (GR) paper for
the detection of small molecules (glucose) or pathogen bacteria (Escherichia coli O157:H7) by using fractal platinum nanocauliflower [28]. According to
different analytes, different enzymes are selected, such
as nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) [6,8],
glucose oxidase (GOD) [29,30], aflatoxin-oxidase [7],
cholesterol oxidase [31], urease [32], lactic acid oxidase [33], horseradish peroxidase [34,35] and so on.
The recent and fast growth in CNTs has strongly
influenced the medical sector because CNTs very
sensitive to be affected by exposure to biomolecules
as sensing elements for biosensors. A great deal of
effort has been put over in the last decade worldwide
in development of new biosensors with high sensitivity for the rapid detection of targeted substrates.

their solubility and other functional properties
[36,37]. In fact, the functionalization of CNTs has
become a prerequisite in order to enable facile fabrication of nanodevices. Among all the functionalization approaches, non-covalent and covalent surface
modifications are two commonly used methods. The
main advantage of non-covalent functionalization
that their structure and their original properties
remain the same, and becomes extremely difficult to
modify further. Direct covalent functionalization can
significantly alter the solubility and compatibility of
CNTs [38]. Mananghaya et al. reported that functionalized CNTs (f-CNTs) significantly improved the
solubility [39] and thereby performance and lowered
their toxicity [40]. But the disadvantage of covalent
functionalization is that the structural homogeneity
and other original properties of CNTs are changed
thereby effecting mechanical properties [41].
2.1. Non-covalent functionalization of CNTs

2. Functionalization of CNTs
Although, CNTs poses several attractive properties
and advantages, dispersion activated by the high
surface energy of the CNTs marks as an obstruction
to progress any further. CNTs poses high hydrophobicity that makes them insoluble in water and other
common solvents. Therefore, depending on application, CNTs needs to be functionalized to improve

In order to improve CNTs biocompatibility, peptide
immobilization for drug delivery, protein assembly
and activity enhancement, non-covalent functionalization is considered as one of the important
approaches as no significant changes in physical
properties occurs [42]. One major advantage with
this approach is that the conjugated electronic structure of the CNTs is preserved while improving their
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solubility quite extraordinarily. Non-covalent functionalization of CNTs through polyaromatic adsorption p-p stacking, CH-p stacking, protein adoption,
and lipid adsorption and sometimes even through
vander Waals forces was observed by Mittal et al.
and Bai et al. [41,43]. Polymer matrix with silicone
rubber was used to functionalize MWCNTs with
polymethyl phenylsiloxane. In addition, these
approaches are generally straightforward and used a
wide range of functionalization agents such as surfactants, polymer, composites and biomolecules.
Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was used to obtain
almost individual SWCNTs under ultra-sonication
and ultracentrifugation conditions [44]. Polymers
have been used inplace instead of surfactants, but it
has been noticed that they do not improve the dispersion effectively. Similarly, anionic, cationic and
non-ionic surfactants are also used for dispersion of
SWCNTs, but the amount of surfactants used are
generally very low to about 5% [45]. Cytotoxic
groups also play a greater part innon-covalent functionalization, but those functional groups may limit
biological application of such f-CNTs.
Non-covalent triple functionalized SWCNTs were
used to develop biosensors by simultaneous immobilization of pyrene derivatives to nanotube sidewalls by
dip coating method [46]. Tu and Zheng reported
that single-stranded-DNA complex molecule based
biosensors with SWCNTs [47] however, solubility of
SWCNTs still remain challenge and these SWCNTs
are unstable for use in gene delivery kind of applications [48]. In other studies, highly water-soluble
SWCNTs functionalized with PEGylated phospholipids were developed as a noninvasive diagnostic tool
for cancer drug loading and delivery [49,50]. The
same research group reported MWCNTs grafted with
polyethylenimine to enhance binding properties of
DNA which demonstrated high sensitivity and low
toxic CNT-based DNA sensors for efficient gene
delivery [51]. Sanz et al. demonstrated RNA wrapping approach for the CNTs can have a better solubility and also demonstrated cytotoxic free [52]. In
addition, chemical modification of CNTs are reported
and will be discussed in later sections.
2.2. Covalent functionalization of CNTs
As the perfect structure of CNTs is destroyed by
covalent functionalization, Recently Setaro et al.
reported an exceptional way to preserve the p-conjugated in MWCNT electronic structure to reconstruct
the lost electronic properties by [2 þ 1] cycloaddition,
based on electron-poor aromatic azide [53]. In
another study, CNTs adsorbs proteins molecules and
this can prevented by using polymer nonspecific
bindings. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is used to
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remove the proteins from the surface which are nonspecific in nature [54,55]. Triton-X surfactant containing an aliphatic chain and a short hydrophilic
PEG unit was used to bind the nanotube surface by
hydrophobic interactions. Connell et al. reported that
the non-covalent functionalization of SWCNTs in the
presence of surfactant (sodium dodecyl sulfate; SDS)
and PVP shows the CNTs associate with a single
layer of polymer for better dispersion [44]. Liu et al.
described that MWCNTs were functionalized using a
non-covalent approach by using a grafted copolymer
[56]. Because of unavailability of carboxyl groups on
the grafted surface, this particular approach can be
applicable only for acid treated MWCNTs, but not
for pristine MWCNTs. Kang et al. reported a hydrophobic polymer containing non-polar groups and a
polymer with a polar hydrophilic side groups, a
water-soluble polymer and two negatively charged
side groups that can be used for the dispersion of
SWCNTs for producing ribbon-type super structure.
It should be noted that, the strong p-p covalent interactions between CNTs and polymers have imparted
the wrapping of CNTs, and the solubility of CNTs in
water has been improved by hydrophilic side groups
present [57]. In one of the study, it has been showed
that ssDNA are made to bind with CNTs by p-stacking linear adsorption fashion or simply helical wrapping. Such structures facilitates CNT dispersion in
electronic medium and can be a possible resolution
for differentiating CNTs according to their electronic
properties. The estimated properties can be made
feasible since hydrophilic sugar-phosphate group provides the negative charge to the surface [58]. By
forming a precise directional p-p stacking with the
CNTs, aromatic compounds with large number of
chains and their derivatives were also made to disperse aqueous media more efficiently. Pyrene derivatives can also be used to anchor proteins or
biomolecules on CNTs surface as the interactions
between the polyaromatic backbone of pyrene and
CNTs are permanent. There is an another class of
polyaromatic molecules, viz. substituted anthracenes,
heterocyclic polyaromatic porphyrins [59] and phthalocyanines [60] were used to disperse CNTs via the
non-covalent method. Star et al. demonstrated that,
water-soluble polyvinyl alcohol can be coated around
the nanotubes to allow the dispersion of nanotubes
in water. CNTs were also wrapped with starch to
generate starched nanotubes [61]. Long-chain polymers like Gum Arabic were also physically adsorbed
to disperse the nanotubes individually in solvents
[62]. Aromatic polyimides were also used as functionalizing polymer to achieve non-covalent functionalization
of
CNTs [63]. Different
covalent
functionalization methods on CNTs toward biological
applications are presented in Figures 4 and 5.
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Figure 4. Different surface modifications of CNTs [185]. (a) Aromatic molecules can be appended to nanotubes using certain
non-covalent interactions (known as p–p interactions). Groups emanating from these molecules interact with the surrounding
solvent or matrix. (b) Non-covalent interactions (including p–p interactions, van der Waals forces and charge-transfer interactions) can be used to wrap polymers around nanotubes and (c) Chemical groups can be covalently attached to nanotubes. In
this case, lithium (Li) forms anions on the nanotube, which react with styrene monomers to form polystyrene chains covalently
attached to the nanotube walls.

Figure 5. Covalent and non-covalent interactions between CNTs and linear, dendritic and hyperbranched polymers and also
biomacromolecules for producing CNT–polymer hybrid nanomaterials as anticancer drug delivery systems and Surface functionalization of the CNTs for biomedical applications [186].

There are numerous established techniques to
functionalize CNTs, most of them are based on
chemical methods [64]. One advantage of chemical

functionalization is that there is strong covalent
bonding between CNT and coupling agents. The
disadvantages include (1) harsh or sometimes
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expensive chemicals are involved in the functionalization; (2) non-expensive strong inorganic acids can
be chosen, but due to the cutting and etching
effects, their high probability of functionalized
CNTs losing their partial mechanical strength; (3)
usually long purification periods are preferred for
most
of
the
chemical
functionalization.
Functionalization with inorganic substances were
also reported by Fu et al. [65].

3. CNTs-based Biosensors
By virtue of the remarkable structural, optical, electronic and mechanical properties of CNTs offer
diverse features of interest to engineer new generation probes in CNTs-based biosensors. As mentioned earlier, CNTs have a large specific surface
area enables immobilization of a large number of
functional units such as receptor moieties for biosensing and CNTs exhibits unique intrinsic optical
properties such as photoluminescence in the near
infrared (NIR) [66,67] and strong resonance Raman
scattering [68], making them as an excellent candidate for biological detection. Other interesting property is photothermal response that could reduce the
tumor size or even completely removed by using
NIR laser irradiation to generate heat. Different
types of CNTs has different properties, for example,
SWCNTs has unusual electronic property, based on
the one-dimensional quantum effect. CNTs have
multiplex functionalization capability through conjugation, thereby potentially enhancing recognition
and signal transduction processes. The CNT could
be able to conduct electricity 100 times greater
than copper which support for transduction of electric signals generated upon recognition of a target
[69–73]. An ideal biosensor should have good physical and chemical as well as biological properties.
CNTs could easily cross the biological membranes
which makes them applicable in vivo with minimal
invasiveness, and further implemented to photoacoustic. CNTs can be made biocompatible through
various dispersion and functionalization methods.
The more toxic CNTs the lesser density of surface
functional groups, less toxic the more density of
surface functional groups [74]. By making the surface of pristine CNTs into hydrophilic f-CNTs the
biocompatibility and biodegradability was increased
[75]. Numerous series of CNT biosensors have been
established till date to examine an extensive range
of cancer biomarkers by means of conjugation of
DNA or aptamers, antibodies, peptides, proteins, or
enzymes [18,76,77]. Wang and Dai described an
electrochemical biosensor for early stage discovery
of cancer biomarkers [78] and immunosensors
based CNTs were also reported by Veetil et al. [79].
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However, it is well recognized that still there are
quite a few challenges that need to be overcome for
successful integration of immunosensors type of biosensors. Optical biosensors, on other hand provides
a powerful substitute and offers a great advantage
over a conventional analytical techniques by serving
real-time and label-free detection just by analyzing
the differences in the radiation of light (UV, visible
or infrared). Sensitivity of the biosensors have been
improved by increasing the interaction between the
guided light and the sensor surface [80]. Scheme 1
shows the different types of CNT-based biosensor
and a clear discussion is given in the following sections.

4. Electrochemical biosensors
With the intention to develop ultrahigh sensitive
biosensors, various signal amplification strategies
with CNTs have been developed. CNTs possess
interesting electrochemical properties owing to the
existence of reactive assemblies on the outer surface.
CNTs have been accepted as a very favorable material for electrochemical biosensors as they have a
capability of enhancing the electron transfer
[18,73,78,81]. Electrochemical biosensors works on a
principle where two or three electrode electrochemical cell (reference, working and counter electrode),
converts/transfers a biological event into electrochemical signal. CNT-based electrochemical biosensors exhibits, high sensitivity, low production cost,
faster response, ease of operation and promising
portability makes them superior materials in biomedical applications. Based on the method of detection electrochemical biosensors are divided into two
categories namely (i) bioenzymatic and (ii) bioaffinity sensors.
4.1. Bioenzymatic electrochemical biosensors
CNTs-based enzymatic electrochemical biosensors,
utilizes bio-specificity of the enzymatic reaction to
direct electrical transportation between biomolecules, particularly enzymes and CNT bulk electrode
materials [82]. There have been several reports
based on various enzymes such as glucose oxidase
(Gox) [83], horse radish peroxidase (HRP) [84], lactate oxide [85] and malate dehydrogenase (MDH)
[86]. To analyze agribusiness, Zappi et al. developed
glassy carbon printed electrodes by utilizing
MWCNT, graphene, gold nanoparticles as nanomaterials for developing new disposable amperometric
biosensors. Electrocatalyzed redox processes have
been achieved in these biosensors by utilizing gold
nanoparticle conducting property by providing useful interfaces in biochemical reactions [87].
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Scheme 1. Different types of CNTs-based biosensors.

However, stability and bioactivity of the bioenzymatic electrochemical biosensors is always a challenging factor. Different strategies were reported in
the literature which have addressed bioactivity,
namely, (i) CNT paste enzyme electrodes, (ii)
immobilization of enzymes on CNT-modified electrodes and (iii) CNT forest electrodes with immobilized enzymes. By means of physical absorption,
DNA oligonucleotides can be trapped onto the chitosan wrapped CNTs for the detection of salmon
sperm DNA [88]. It was informed that immobilization of DNA onto the CNT electrode surface can
boost the electroactive surface area by three folds.
To augment the sequence-specific DNA detection
sensitivity, Cai et al. reported the immobilization in
CNT-based DNA covalently for electrochemical sensors by forming covalent amide bonds between the
COOH/CNTs and the amine groups of the DNA
oligonucleotides [89].
4.1.1. CNT paste enzyme electrode
CNT paste was made with brumoform and constructed electrodes showed superior performance
over other carbon electrodes [90]. In another study,
Rubianes et al. studied that CNTs paste mixed with
mineral oil and their developed electrodes resulted
in excellent electrocatalytic activity toward ascorbic
acid, uric acid, dopamine, 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic

acid (dopc) and hydrogen peroxide. The detection
performance of such electrodes was up to 0.6 mM
when GOx present [91].
4.1.2. CNT modified electrodes with immobilized enzymes
As mentioned earlier, non-covalent and covalent
functionalization are the two main methodologies for
linking enzymes CNTs. Especially, when enzymes are
linked with a non-covalent method, they can provide
high surface loading, but, due to the weak interaction
between enzyme and CNTs, further modification
with polymer and nanoparticles is needed. Cai et al,
has used nafion as a binding agent to grip the CNT
composite mixture on to the electrode to enhance
direct transfer of glucose oxidase (GOx). The slope
(53 mV/pH) obtained from plotting electron
dependence versus pH suggested that the direct electron transfer of GOx is a two electron transfer pattern rather than the frequently occurring two proton
transfer in a redox reaction process [83]. In one of
their work, Zhu et al. a nanocomposite film with
bamboo shaped CNTs and chitosan for the immobilization of horseradish peroxidase enzyme. Chitosan
offers to solubilize CNTs making the composite film
hydrophilic and simplifies the whole immobilization
of enzymes without using any severe reaction conditions and complicated procedures. The immobilized
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GOx and HRP showed an excellent bioelectrocatalytic
activity toward H2O2 [91]. In another example, Pt
nanoparticles with a diameter of 2–3 nm deposited
onto a nafion-containing GOx/CNTs film and
enabled the composite structure to be used as an
electrode material. The designed electrochemical glucose sensor showed a response time below 3 sec and
a detection limit of upto 0.5 lM [92].
Enzyme adsorption is another approach for
enzyme immobilization in which a layer-by-layer
method is involved. In one of the studies, through
electrostatic adsorption, ionic liquids and glucose
oxidase (GOx) are made to attach on-to the poly
(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate (PSS) surface which is
coated by CNTs, resulting in a high glucose oxidation rate [93]. It is understood that CNTs which are
vertically aligned, coupled with stimulant on their
target tips can enable quick transfer of electrons
compared to other architectures [94]. In order to
address the enzyme leakage, a covalent conjugation
approach was followed to immobilize malate
dehydrogenase (MDH) on MWCNT coated and
screen-printed CNT electrodes [87]. The detection
limit upto 60–120 lM and short response time of
60 s was obtained. Yu et al. reported that the detection limit up to 70 nM and 50 nM for SWCNTs
attached with myoglobin and HRP respectively [95].
4.1.3. CNT forest
lized enzymes

electrodes

with

immobi-

CNT forest electrodes, commonly fabricated by
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique that
have a great control on structure and morphology of
CNTs during the production also delivers more
opportunities intended for the effective design of electrode. Wang et al. established a novel glucose biosensor of gold/CNTs/GOx by growing CNT forest on
silicon substrate initially and then coating it by a
thick e-beam coating of gold film. The newly fabricated glucose biosensor with electrode gold/CNTsGOx exhibited rapid response time and a low detection limit with almost 0.01 mM with high sensitivity
and stability values to glucose [96]. In another study,
for enzymatic assay, cholesterol biosensors were
designed with vertically aligned CNT forests on Ti/
Au electrode to monitor cholesterol in the blood. The
large quantity of immobilized enzymes on the CNTs
forest yielded high signal current and obtained a
wider evident range of cholesterol in biological genetic samples [97]. Even though nitric oxide is considered as a cell signal molecule, its molecular
concentration, difficulty in detection and production
effects has limited its application in vivo. To address
this, Zheng et al. has used functionalized CNTs-based
biosensors for the molecular detection of nitric oxide
by means of DNA oligonucleotide adsorbed and
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wrapped around SWCNTs with a direct capability of
quantifying nitric oxide concentrations selectively
[98]. Interference-free transducers of CNT-nanoelectrode glucose based biosensors were also developed
for the selective detection of glucose and also to eliminate potential interference of hydrogen peroxide [99]
whereas structural configuration of GOx on SWCNT
electrodes has also been developed elsewhere [100].
As shown in Figure 6, nonspecific proteins covalently
immobilized on to the Au/CNTs surface [101] and
used as Raman tags. Non-enzymatic electrochemical
biosensors have played a crucial role in oxidation of
analyte catalyzed by electrocatalyst. Pt/MnO2/fMWCNTs electrodes were engaged to identify catechin at a very low detection limit of 0.02 lM.
Furthermore, enzyme free electrodes demonstrated to
be able to detect red wine, black tea [102] and green
tea [103].
4.2. Bioaffinity electrochemical biosensors
Bioaffinity electrochemical biosensors are very stable
complexes where biomolecules are strongly bounded
to the sensor surface due to their bioaffinity.
Bioaffinity electrochemical biosensors collect information from the target analyte by molecular recognition for example antibody, oligonucleotide, DNA,
cells. It has been demonstrated that bioaffinity devices which make use of enzyme tags can significantly
benefit from the superior response of the biocatalytic-reaction. Current electrochemical bioaffinity
sensors, such as DNA biosensors and immunosensors have recently demonstrated an unlimited potential in carcinogenic related health care systems
[104]. CNT-DNA and CNT-Immunoelectrochemical
sensors are being discussed in the following
two sections.
4.2.1. CNTs-DNA electrochemical biosensors
To obtain a simple rapid inexpensive sensors,
CNTs-DNA electrochemical biosensors were developed and advanced more rapidly based on nucleic
acid recognition processes for testing/sensing
molecular diagnosis, drug discovery genetic and
infectious diseases [105,106]. In order to diagnose
the genetic and infectious diseases, DNA hybridization is one of the most rapid, inexpensive and simple electrochemical biosensor [107]. When a DNA is
attached on to an electrode, the hybridization event
is detected via a change in electrochemical parameters by the reactions caused by DNA hybridization.
Nevertheless, when the electron transfer rate is substantially low and peak current is small, a mercury
electrode is being used. To address this issue i.e. to
increase electrochemical response rate without using
mercury electrodes, electroactive indicators have
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Figure 6. Surface chemistry used to immobilize proteins on gold-coated glass slides for Raman detection of analytes by SWNT
Raman tags. A self-assembled monolayer of cysteamine on gold was covalently linked to six-arm, branched poly (ethylene glycol)-carboxylate (6arm-PEG-COOH, right) to minimize nonspecific protein binding. Terminal carboxylate groups immobilize proteins. (b) Sandwich assay scheme. Immobilized proteins in a surface spot were used to capture an analyte (antibody) from a
serum sample. Detection of the analyte by Raman scattering measurement was carried out after incubation of SWNTs conjugated to goat anti-mouse antibody (GaM-IgG-SWNTs), specific to the captured analyte. SWNTs were functionalized by (DSPE3PEO) and (DSPE-PEG5000-NH2) (left). (c) Raman spectra of the SWNT G mode and radial breathing mode (RBM, inset) regions
before and after SERS enhancement [101].

been adapted into the CNT-DNA electrochemical
biosensors to quicken the process. There were some
studies which even reported the improvement of
sensors without the indicators vaccination and gene
therapy. Li et al. reported that the oligonucleotides
immobilization onto CNT electrodes through physical absorption [88]. Nevertheless, covalent attachment of CNTs and DNA electrochemical biosensors
lead to fast electron transfer. For example, DNA
based biosensors are functionalized with carboxylic
acid groups and amino attached oligonucleotide
probes at the end are made to attach COOH groups
covalently to fasten electron transfer between

electrode and the drug indicator with sensitivity of
1.0  1010 mol/L [89]. In another study, CNTDNA based biosensors were fabricated by functionalizing them with MWCNTs–COOH and immobilization on-to an electrode surface using Mn(II)
complex DNA intercalator and reported detection
limit of 1.4  1010 mol/L [108]. After doing acetic
acid-plasma treatment on Au coated CNTs, DNA
with fixed sequences were attached on-to the tips
and sidewalls of aligned CNTs for sensing DNA for
highly selective electrochemical DNA sensors. By
using amperiometric response of aligned CNTs, the
sensitivity results showed 11.36 nm/mL and are
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much higher than conventional electrodes under
similar conditions [109]. Li et al. developed a CNTnanoelectrode array for ultra-sensitive chemical
DNA detection by entrenching it with SiO2. To
strengthen the signal further for the detection,
Ru(bpy)32þ mediators were engaged to target DNA.
However, the authors did point out that the detection limit is considerably lower than the few oligonucleotide targets. It is found that the sensitivity has
been much improved after optimization [110]. Label
free impedance spectral analysis has been used to
observe indicator-free DNA immobilization with no
hybridization markers. In this study as reported by
Xu et al., ssDNA was covalently coupled with PPy/
MWCNTs electrode and showed a significant lowered impedance with a good electronic transfer
property. The limitations of double stranded dsDNA
as a lower electronic transfer is mentioned and a
detection limit of 5  1012 mol L1 was accomplished for the recognition of the DNA sequence
without using a hybridization marker or intercalator
[111]. Chemically modified dimethylformamide
SWCNTs electrode was used to as impedance DNA
biosensor by using ssDNA probes and complementary DNA binding and was able to sense upto
1  109 mol/L [112]. Guo et al. have reported an
alternative class of DNA sensors based on the
aptamers for sensitive detection of enzymes via
mediated signal transduction without any covalent
modification. Through aromatic exchanges between
the nucleotide bases and SWCNTs sidewall, aptameric was made to shawl on the sidewalls of the
CNTs [113]. The detection was about 50 pM of
thrombin was achieved through aptamer wrapping
method (Table 1).
4.2.2. CNTs-Immunosensors
Immunosensors are condensed analytical biosensor
devices which are based on ligand affinity, where
immunochemical reaction interaction and molecular
recognition between antigen and antibodies is
coupled together to a transducer for selective detection of several kinds of proteins [114]. The advancement of immunosensors technology is an
achievement in the biomedicine and till today it
continues to be an exciting area of research. Riberi
et al. developed CNT-based electrochemical immunosensors to quantifyzearalenone (ZEA) by using
carbon screen-printed electrodes modified with gold
nanoparticles and MWCNT dispersions. The developed immunosensor displayed a limit of detection
(0.15 pg/mL) and sensitivity (SC50 ¼ 2 pg/mL) with
an added advantage of minimum pre-treatment
[115]. In another study, Aziz et al. designed an
amperometric immunosensor made up of Indium
tin oxide (ITO) electrodes to detect the mouse IgG.
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An ITO electrode reformed completely with
MWCNTs and PEG-silane to minimize nonspecific
binding of proteins, is made to adsorb onto the
unoccupied places of the MWCNTs-coated ITO
electrode. Then an electrochemical immunosensor,
avidin, was attached to the sidewalls of the CNTs to
attach to antimouse IgG. When compared to the
bare ITO electrode with PEG-silane modified electrode it showed no nonspecific binding of avidin.
The detection limit was up to 10 pg/mL which is
much smaller when equated to the other enzyme
connected immunosorbent assays [116]. In another
study, conducting polymers were used as electroactive materials for increasing and decreasing the reaction rate and electrode response time, respectively.
A polyethyleneimine polymer in branched form and
carboxylic acid were used to bind CNTs to obtain a
nanostructured surface in order to increase the
immunoreactive electrode surface. After coating the
electrode with Au, anti-cardiac troponin T was
attached on the previously prepared polyethyleneimine and carboxylic acid CNTs electrode to generate a amperometric signal. A detection limit of
0.033 ng/mL was achieved with this kind of conductive polymer biosensor [117].The electrochemical
immunosensor demonstrated very low and elevated
cancer-related detection of interleukin-6, a multifunctional cytokine by attaching SWCNT forests
with enzymes and horseradish peroxidase.
Interestingly, this developed biomarker detected
serum levels above and below in the range
6 pg mL1 [118]. Wan et al. reported disposable
screen-printed carbon electrodes based electrochemical immunosensors and demonstrated for the early
detection of cancer with ultrahigh sensitivity [119].
In addition, gold nanoparticles decorated MWCNTs
based impedimetric immunosensors demonstrated
successfully for the early detection of cancer cells in
serum, especially for breast cancer patients. The
blend of highly conductive ionic liquid and
MWCNTs together with gold nanoparticles significantly enhanced the sensitivity of the proposed
immunosensor and also had an optimistic effects on
the biocompatibility and amplification power. These
kind of immunosensors are able to detect very low
concentrations of HER2 in serum samples of breast
malignant patients and exhibit a constant increase
in charge-transfer resistance with concentration of
human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 [120]. In
addition, novel electrochemical immunosensor
strategy with randomly oriented vertically aligned
CNTs was developed to detect cancer biomarker
proteins by Munge et al. Initially, matrix metalloproteinase-3 (MMP-3), a cancer biomarker and protein antibody (Ab1) was attached onto the tips of
SWCNTs trailed by the immobilization of antigens
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Table 1. Recent developments in biosensors based on SWCNTs/MWCNTs.
Sl.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

CNTS Biosensors
CNTs
MWCNTs
f-CNTs
f-MWCNTs
f-MWCNTs
SWCNTs
SWCNTs
Pt/CNTs
CNT arrays
MWCNTs-bipolar electrode
MWCNTs-P450
Tricosane/f-SWCNTs
D-(þ) galactose-SWCNTs
SWCNTs/MWCNTs
Au-Ag/MWCNTs

Biosensor

Detection of cells

Ref.

Electrochemical
CNTs-GOx
Cholesterol
Electrochemical
Electrochemical
Electronic
Electronic
Electronic
Amperometric biosensor
Amperometric biosensor
Amperometric
Amperometric
Electrochemical
Electrochemical
Electrochemical
Amperometric
Amperometric

Ions, metabolites and protein bio-markers
Glucose
Cholesterol in blood
Nitric oxide
Epinephrine
Rat striatum
Cellular nitric oxide
Epidermal Carcinoma cells
Cysteine
Biomarker
Prostate-specific antigen
Breast cancer
Lung cancer
Cancer marker galactin-3
HeLa and HL60
Prostate cancer, PSA detection in blood samples
MGC-803 gastric cancer cells

[78]
[101,102]
[188]
[189]
[190]
[191]
[88]
[192]
[123]
[124]
[125]
[126]
[128]
[193]
[194]
[129]
[195]

MMP-3. A secondary anti-MMP 3 antibody (Ab2)
coated with horseradish peroxidase labels on 500 nm
polystyrene beads was applied to develop an enormous molecular tag filled with nearly 4200 enzyme
labels. By this process, an ultralow detection limit of
4 pg/mL in 10 mL serum sample was achieved [121].
Hafaiedh et al. developed a gold labeled SWCNT
immunosensor for the selective detection of AntiIGg immobilization [122]. In another study, platinum/CNT electrodes were developed to study the
electrochemical behavior of cysteine (CySH), an vital
amino acid in biological systems [123]. Biosensors
based on CNT arrays have been applied to detect
several types of biomarkers like prostate-specific
antigen -mAb and human chorionic gonadotropin
hCG antibodies [124]. Figure 7 represents the
immunobiosensor for the detection of CD4 T cells.
Detection of prostate-specific antigen (PSA)
response was expressively enhanced after adjustment
of MWCNTs with bipolar electrode materials [125].
Besides MWCNTs with microsomal cytochrome
P450 was used to sense drugs and were used in
breast malignant disease [126]. MWCNTs/Au were
used in developing double stranded-DNA based biosensors for the finding of berberine [127]. Liu et al.
reported tricosane (C23H48)/f-SWCNTs for volatile
organic compounds of lung cancer causing detection
[128]. As shown in Figure 6, folic acid functionalized polydopamine-coated CNTs were used for the
recognition of HeLa and HL60 cancer cells [129].
One report presented a simple preparation of polyL-lysine (PLL) electro-polymerized on the surface of
functionalized multiwall carbon nanotubes (fMWCNT) for electrochemical detection of palmatine content in human serum and urine samples [18].

5. Optical Biosensors
The basic principle of optical biosensors is to detect
and measure the interaction between the target

biomolecules with the analytes by measuring of photons (absorbance, reflectance or fluorescence emissions) alternatively than electrons (Figure 8). The
detection of optical sensors can be luminescence,
fluorescence and color changes. The exceptional
unique optical properties of CNTs have gained
extensive research for developing optical biosensors
for biomarker detection and imaging during the
past few years. SWCNTs are indeed characterized as
biocompatible fluorescent probes by their virtue of
emission between 700 and 1400 nm. This range of
wavelength in SWCNTs allows the rays to have a
deep penetration through layers of skin and in vivo
imaging of biological tissues and organs can be
made possible with an almost 15 times lower dose
limit [130]. As we know, SWCNTs based sensors
offers the added advantage of high photostability,
besides low autofluorescence. Kim et al. was able to
develop a SWCNTs based optical sensor by utilizing
the fluorescence property of SWCNTs for selective
detection of adenosine 50 -triphosphate (ATP) in living cells (Figure 9). By conjugating luciferase
enzyme to polymer-coated nanotubes, spatial and
temporal information of NIR detection in ATP living cells was achieved with a detection limit of
240 nM [131].
An apparent advantage of SWCNTs is the mixture of different chiralities (n,m) present and surprisingly each of these chiral structures can be used
as a different color for optical multiplexing. Heller
et al. developed an exceptional multimodal optical
sensor for distinct response pathways by developing the first label-free device to recognize and
measure alkylating and ROS activity in as-it-happens within the living cells [132]. SWCNTs also
have been exploited as NIR fluorescent tags for
careful probing and imaging of cells. Due to the
presence of a slight electronic band gap between
valence and conduction band, CNTs exhibit photoluminescence in near infrared (NIR, wavelength
0.8–2 mm) region and established a property
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of the SWCNT immunosensor and its selective CD4 T cell capture [26].

Figure 8. Electrochemical and electronic CNT biosensors for cancer detection. (A) Schematic illustration of the folic acid-targeted cytosensing strategy for an enhanced electrochemical detection of cancer cells using polydopamine-coated CNTs. (B)
Schematic representation of an electrochemical DNA biosensor for cancer detection based on gold nanoparticles/aligned
CNTs [187].

related to semiconducting SWCNTs. Many research
groups have studied and developed SWCNT-fluorescence biosensors with capability of no blinking,
no bleaching and a large Stokes shift [44,133,134].
Welsher et al. developed hydrophilic and water-

soluble
polyethyleneglycol
(PEG)-modified
SWCNTs for probing cell surface receptors. By
detecting the intrinsic NIR photoluminescence of
SWCNTs, these receptors are selectively conjugated
bonded to rituxan antibody [66].
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Figure 9. SWCNT/luciferase hybrid for cellular ATP detection: (a) SWCNT-based sensor that is able to selectively recognize ATP
against other interfering molecules such as AMP, AMP, CTP and GTP, which allows to spatiotemporally detect ATP in living
cells. The oxidized production of d-luciferin, oxyluciferin, quenches the NIR fluorescence of SWCNT. (b) NIR fluorescence images
of HeLa cells containing SWCNTLuc sensor (2 lg/mL) with and without addition of Lrin. The NIR fluorescence in HeLa cells is
quenched after addition of Lrin (240 lM), which is correlated with the ATP concentration. Reproduced with permission
from [131].

6. CNTs as a field effect transistor biosensors
Field effect transistors (FET) are the three-channel
devices consisting of source (S), drain (D) and gate
(G) electrodes, commonly used for weak-signal
amplification. Gate electrode is meant to control the
voltage generated in the device. Since Silicon based
transistors have already reached their scaling limit,
transistors based on CNTs are now being considered
to be among the most promising candidates to
replace established silicon FETs [135]. It is also
understood that, within the next decade, the device
transistor footprint containing all components (S, D,
G) can be reduced to less than 40 nm with an
increase in current density [136]. As we know, performance of CNTs as a transistor is been degraded
by the presence of large hysteresis and this is considered as a major drawback as an energy efficient
material. Recently Park et al. modified CNTs by
depositing TiO2 of thickness (5, 10, 20 and 30 nm)
as a gate dielectric to fabricate CNT-based FETs
with less than 0.5% hysteresis for VLSI [137]. In
one biomedical study, Besteman et al. constructed
and demonstrated the first biosensor based
SWNTs by binding it with enzyme GOx to
decrease conductance. But, when dissolved in glucose, these semiconducting SWNTs are found to
act as reversible pH sensors, suggesting its usage
as enzymatic biosensor [138]. Martinez et al. fabricated an electronic device based on CNT arrays
for the detection of DNA hybridization. Figure 10
shows a CNT-FET- back gated device on a 1 cm2
chip by using palladium as the contact
metal [139].

Figure 10. (top) Scanning electron micrograph of the array
of CNTFETs. S: source. D: drain. G: contact to back gate. 896
pairs of S/D electrodes are packed in 1 cm2. (bottom) Schematic.

Authors observed significant changes in FET
parameters after hybridization. In another study,
CNT-FET was designed for the sensing of amyloidb (Ab) in human serum. Quantification of the concentration of antibodies immobilized on the CNT
sensor surface was shown by using E. coli in the
outer membrane (E. coli) which has high affinity
towards antibodies. Therefore, antibodies at the low
levels i.e. at 1 pg m/L in human serum could be
measured as-it-happens without even labeling using
CNTs-FET biosensors [140]. Sudibya et al. demonstrated that the N-acetyl-D-glucosamine (GlcNAc)-
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fSWCNTs based FET biosensors regulated secretion
(or exocytosis) of PC12 cell in real-time detection
[141]. Due to the high conductance of CNTs, higher
sensitive to the electrochemical concentration at the
surface can be induced by these networking molecules.

7. Toxicity and biocompatibility of CNTs
The biocompatibility of CNTs always remains a
debate because there is a substantial evidence in the
literature that debates about the cytotoxicity nature
of CNTs. But, there are equal number of research
articles that strongly supports the biocompatibility
of CNTs and CNT-based materials. One of the
major worries involving CNT-based materials is its
indefinite effect on personnel involved in their fabrication and handling. CNTs are foreign particulate
stable materials, characterized by its bio-persistence
to the tissues which may possibly cause severe
health damages to surrounding organs. Thus it has
become vital to calculate or estimate the biocompatibility and toxicity of CNTs in vivo before the
commercialization. As CNTs are characterized as
non-biodegradable, these materials when leached
out can mount up in tissue system and become
health hazardous when not detected at their early
stages. For example, due to their high reactiveness
and size, sometimes normal phagocytic defenses
misses out to recognize CNTs, eventually giving
access to the blood or the nervous system. CNTs
also have an ability to alter the function of proteins
by modifying the structure and raising the potential
for auto-immune effects and this can presumably be
avoided when functionalized covalently and noncovalently [142–145]. There are numerous intense
research studies which proved that the CNTs and
their composites based biomaterials are biocompatible. The exclusive electronic properties of CNT
have invited numerous studies examining the biocompatible nature of CNT for neural applications
especially concentrating on neurite extension.
Mattson et al. revealed that neurite branching and
growth were not detected on unmodified CNT surfaces suggesting a relatively weak adhesive nature of
CNTs. In the same study, functionalized CNTs
when enhanced with 4-hydroxynonenal antibody
encouraged neurite extension and total neurite
branching was significantly improved by twofold
and threefold respectively [146]. In another study,
McKenzie et al. explored the effect of carbon nanofiber diameter (60–200 nm) and variable surface
energy on neural implant applications. It has been
found that astrocytes, a glial scar tissue-forming cells
preferentially adhered and proliferated on larger
diameter (greater than 100 nm) and higher surface
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energy (125–140 mJ m2) carbon nanofibers.
Astrocytes adhesion and proliferation has been limited drastically where these cells were seeded on the
composites prepared from polycarbonate urethane
and carbon nanofibers. It has been found that adhesion to a polymer matrix has been limited due to
the nanometer roughness [147]. Interestingly, carbon nanofibers found to be compatible with physiological condition. Elias et al. for the first time
investigated the applications of carbon nanofibers
for orthopedic applications by studying the adhesion
and proliferation of osteoblast cells on carbon nanofibers with diameters varying from 60 to 200 nm.
This study showed that unmodified carbon nanofibers without any functionalization with bioactive
molecules demonstrated amplified osteoblast proliferation on the nanophase with a diameter <100 nm
[148]. Interested readers are suggested to go through
the detailed review on CNTs biocompatibility and
toxicity published elsewhere [149,150]. Star et al.
conveyed that the catalytic biodegradation of chemically modified SWCNTs can be made possible
through horseradish peroxidase enzyme in the presence of H2O2 of low concentration (40 mM) for a
possible application in drug delivery, gene silencing
and tumor imaging. It has been reported that within
10 days of inducement, all the CNTs were found to
be degraded [151,152]. Like biocompatibility, biodurability of CNTs is also noticed to be influenced
by the interaction of CNT surface functionalization.
It has been found that, functionalized SWCNTs
were revealed to degrade inside cells (termed as cellular degradation) such as neutrophils and macrophages when dissolved in phagolysosomal simulant
fluid (PSF) by the action of myeloperoxidase [153].
On the contrary, Poland et al. highlighted that the
possible risk of pristine, non-functionalized
SWCNTs remained unaffected (no morphological
variations were observed) when exposed to the identical biological oxidative conditions (HRP or PSF)
while it should be noted that MWCNTs which are
>20 lm could lead to the amplified risk of carcinogenesis [75,154]. The same studies were expanded to
MWCNTs and evidenced that they degraded much
slower than SWCNTs because of their concentric
graphite structure. The rate at which MWCNTs
degrade is directly connected to the degree of carboxylation on the CNTs surface, ultimately delivering
CO2 as a final byproduct.
Although there is concrete indication that suggests that oxidative conditions can prompt degradation of CNTs, the proof of degradation involving
living organisms in CNTs is still missing. It was
shown by Russier et al. that biodegradation of
SWCNTs can be initiated by external and internal
enzymes or by biofluids that mimics phagolysosome
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content. It should also be noted that the existence of
COOH functional groups and defects on the CNTs
surface offers interaction sites for oxidative agents
and for the degradation process to initiate. Also, a
comprehensive shortening of the CNTs by enzymatic action could improve the dispersibility of CNTs
by giving away the defect sites generated during oxidative process. Under the same processing conditions, oxidized-SWCNTs are rapidly degraded in
horseradish peroxidase compared to oxidizedMWCNTs of different sizes and diameter. When
nitrogen (N) is used as a doping agent to replace
some of the carbon atoms to form N-MWCNTs,
more defective tubes existed not only on the surface
walls but also in the graphite walls. Intrinsic nitrogen-functionalized MWCNTs with more defective
sites presented complete enzymatic degradation
within less than 3 months [155,156]. Later, the biodegradability of CNTs has been characterized in
more advanced studies, and possible future advances
in appropriate research is expected to take up it to
next level. As per current analysis, CNTs tend to
biodegrade at an extreme slow rate and may even
take 3 months or more to trace out completely.
Therefore, it can be safely concluded from current
understanding that biodegradability of CNTs has no
rapid impact on the safety of CNTs unless and
otherwise where SCNT fiber is used [157].
The demonstration of biodegradability for fCNTs has significant implications for distant toxicological profiles. Many aspects occurring in the fluid
might be responsible for the degradation of CNTs,
such as kinetics, i.e. the rate at which degradation is
happening and the kinetics of body excretion of
these CNTs. This concern was partially analyzed by
Kagan et al. who demonstrated, when compared to
unbroken CNTs, degraded CNT byproduct does not
cause any inflammatory responses to the body even
after appreciable time. But, the author suggested
that in-depth systematic studies are much needed to
analyze the effect completely [158]. CNTs were
tested for cancer drug delivery systems by coating
with doxorubicin (Dox) drug before functionalizing
chemically with a biodegradable polymer chitosan.
The studies proved to be biocompatible and nontoxic in nature when tested with human breast cancer cell line and also with fibroblasts [159]. In vivo
studies on mice to assess acute pulmonary inflammation and systemic immune responses have been
carried on asbestos, SWCNTs, and carbon nanofibers (CNF) and were determined by Murray et al. It
has been reported that inflammation of above said
materials can be mainly be determined by the
amount of agglomeration of particles/fibers. As this
in vivo valuation is being done on mice, the extent
at which lung effects co related to human beings is

still not fully acknowledged. But on the positive
side, many studies done on mice found similar lung
effects and showed almost similar human health risk
assessment [160]. CNTs when mixed with other
metal ions such nickel (26%) or iron (17.7% to
0.2%) to form metal composites may be more cytotoxic in vitro and in vivo with possible carcinogenic
effects. However, in experimental animal studies,
when comparing pure CNTs and CNT composite
material with a low metal content, CNTs are more
associated with positive effects whereas CNT composite materials may bring more thoughtful workrelated health threats in chronic inhalation exposure
and may even cause serious hostile lung
effects [161,162].
By identifying creation exposure pathways of toxins, human exposure to toxic nanoparticles can be
avoided [163]. As of today, there is no standardized
appropriate method to determine the physicochemical nature of nanoparticles in biological systems,
and it may be one of the reasons why the exact
nature of nanomaterial toxicity is undetermined till
date. The determination of appropriate exposure
protocols such as developing a computational simulation of the nanomaterial-cell interface that directs
the dynamics of nanoparticles in complex environments including those within organisms.

8. Applications of CNT-based biosensors
Applications of the CNT-based biosensors is given
in Scheme 1, among all the types, enzyme based
biosensors are the most popular type of biosensors
and many commercialized biosensing devices are
based on it. Vicentini et al. reported an enhanced
signal response of the biosensors based on a
MWCNT-ionic liquids/tyrosinase [164]. This biosensor also exhibits high stability and long lifetime. In
addition, glucose detection is one of the important
applications of enzyme biosensors because the concentration of blood glucose is one of the important
indicators of human health [165]. Non-enzyme
CNT-based biosensors for glucose detection also
evolved by dispersing nickel and copper nanoparticles instead of enzyme on the MWCNT electrode
[166] can effectively analyze glucose concentration
in human serum. Gougis et al. reported another
kind of non-enzymatic glucose biosensor by depositing gold nanostructures onto CNT electrode with
remarkable performance [167].
Immobilization of enzyme on CNTs is the key
step for the preparation of CNT-based enzyme biosensors. Cang-Rong and Pastorin showed in their
experiments that the enzyme was physically
adsorbed onto CNTs has much higher activity
[168]. Chen et al. reported a physically adsorbed
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enzyme aflatoxin-oxidase onto a chitosan-SWCNTs
modified gold electrode has high sensitive for the
detection of sterigmatocystin [169]. However, the
adhesion strength between enzyme and electrode
substrate surface is weak, for addressing this issue,
Yola and Atar [170] developed a gold nanoparticle/
p-MWCNTs nanocomposites to detect quercetin
and rutin simultaneously by a new square wave voltammetry method that exhibit very good biological
activity and good stability, durability.
DNA biosensors are well known for medical
diagnostics, forensic science, agriculture, or even
environmental clean-up efforts just after there were
developed. Tang et al. have fabricated completely
electronic DNA sensors based on SWCNT-FET,
which are readily amenable to integration with high
density sensor arrays in ‘system-on-chip’ for microanalysis devices [171]. The gold nanoparticles/
MWCNTs film sensor interface significantly
enhanced the performance of the electrochemical
DNA biosensor. This novel sensing platform exhibits excellent sensitivity and selectivity and has been
utilized in human serum samples for an assay of
complementary target DNA analysis [172].
Immune sensor mainly used in clinical medicine.
For instance, Yu et al. developed amplified electrochemical immunosensors based on SWCNT forest
platforms with multi-label secondary antibody-nanotube bioconjugates for highly sensitive detection of
cancer biomarkers in serum and tissue lysates [173].
These SWCNT immunoassay platforms show excellent accuracy for clinical screening and point-of-care
diagnostics. Faridbod et al. have developed a novel
ultra-sensitive immunosensor for the detection of
pesticide such as atrazine [174]. This biosensor has
shown low response time, high sensitivity and longterm stability.
CNT-based electrochemical biosensing techniques
can be used as clinical tools to detect protein cancer
biomarkers [175–177]. Biosensors can also be used as
platforms for monitoring food traceability, quality,
safety and nutritional value [178,179]. However, these
applications are categorized into ‘single shot’ analysis
tools (cost-effective and disposable) and “long-term”
monitoring analysis tools. For example electrochemical biosensors used in drug discovery [180]; for the
detection of a number of chemical and biological
agents that are considered to be toxic materials of
defence interest [181]; for use in artificial implantable
devices such as pacemakers [182] and other prosthetic devices [183] and sewage epidemiology [184].

applications. While they may serve as biosensors of
cancer biomarkers, they can be loaded with anticancer drugs and used as therapeutic platforms in
oncology. Although, CNTs-based biosensors are
promising it still has many practical concerns in
applications. For example, for the fabrication of biosensors usually needs specific size and helicity, but
it is very hard to control size of CNTs while manufacturing. It is also very difficult to make cost-effective and high purity in mass production of CNTs,
that is the reason why the current market prices of
CNTs is too high for any realistic commercial applications. In CNT-based biosensors, enzyme always
needs to immobilize onto surface of CNTs.
However, immobilization may damage their biological activity, biocompatibility and structure stability and need to perform their cytotoxicity. As it
stated that, the structural stabilization and surface
characteristics of CNTs are need to be standardized
for the cytotoxicity determination. The continuous
CNT fibers avoid the leaching of CNT, implantable
electrodes for in vivo testing. All the above-mentioned issues must be evaluated by a scientific and
systematic methods. It is clear that much further
advancement needed to be addressed before CNTs
technology can be applied in carcinogenic treatments. The development of CNT-based biosensors
have many different aspects which needs the cooperation between materials scientists, and engineers, who fabricates the new devices such
as biosensors.
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